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Introduction  
Dancehall music has been enjoying international popularity since the early 1990s, particularly in 

the USA and the UK, the first and fourth largest music markets in the world respectively (IFPI 

2018). The gap between the earnings and international prominence of international reggae artists 

and Jamaican reggae artists have been noted in both policy and industry circles (Tom Fleming 

Consultancy 2016, Meschino 2017, 2016, 2008, Dresinger 2011). Few have engaged with this 

transnational earning gap within the academic literature on creative industries (De Beukelaer & 

Spence 2018, Sterling 2016, Scott 1999). However, earning gaps within the global cultural 

economy could be systemic and reflective of the workings of the global cultural economy (De 

Beukelaer & Spence 2018, Mbaye & Dinardi 2018, Meschino 2017). One result has been the re-

evaluation of intellectual property right infringement and piracy in the development of Global 

South cultural industries (De Beukelaer & Fredriksson 2018, Shin 2017, Fredriksson 2014, 

Lobato & Thomas 2012a, Lobato 2010, Barnard & Tuomi 2008).  
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In this paper I address the transnational nature of the global cultural economy by looking at 

creative labour within dancehall in Australia and Jamaica. I address the popular perception by 

Jamaicans that foreigners are exploiting Jamaican creativity through a combination of primary 

interview data and secondary studies on network analysis and the economics of superstars within 

the global music industry. I utilize insights regarding the multilayered and multilevel nature of 

the music industry made popular by Williamson & Cloonan (2007, 2013). They  initially noted 

in 2007 that the oft-referred-to music industry privileged the recording music element of the 

industry, the element dominated by Euro-American major labels, ignoring the other elements, 

such as live performance among others (Williamson & Cloonan 2007). The rise of Live Nation 

and 360 deals proved them right. In 2013, they noted that ‘as the recording industry has declined 

in both economic power and political clout, other sectors have grown as the music industries 

have shifted their focus from the sale of physical goods to intangible ones, selling various 

combinations of services, experiences and rights’ (Williamson & Cloonan 2013, p. 12).  This 

paper therefore looks at the livelihood across the dancehall industry – artists, dancers and 

selectors – (with a focus on dancers). The primary interviews sought to address the reality that 

that statistics and quantitative data around the music industry still focused on recorded music, 

such as music sales, streaming and synchronization as per IFPI publications such as the Global 

Music Report. 

 

I likewise utilize insights from literature surround the economy of superstars, which I see as 

complementary to the ‘music industries’ concept popularized by Williamson & Cloonan (2007). 

The economics of superstars tends to address those who within the highest echelons of the 

recording industries these are the superstars to which Rosen (10983), Adler (20006), Elberse 

(2013) and Haampland (2017) refer, the ones to whom disproportionate reward is given. 

Haampland (2017) writes about Madonna and the cumulative advantage gained from her stardom 

and describes pop superstardom as adhering to the rules of power law distributions which, unlike 

normal distributions, are by ‘the few extreme values  - in our case,  the ‘superstar’ songs and 

artists’ (p. 362). I argue that these superstars tend to emerge either from the traditional locus of 

the music industry – London, New York or Los Angeles – or from those with a cultural 
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advantage in adherence to the ‘fetishization of authenticity’ that accrues to world music and 

other musical ‘products’ from the Global South (Connell & Gibson 2004).  

 

The experience of these phenomena is little presented, especially in the absence of much 

quantitative material. I examine secondary data such as industry publications to demonstrate the 

importance of geography and the concomitant inequity of consumption platforms within the 

international music industry, even within a relatively minor Global North market relative to an 

innovative Global South cultural industry.   However, statistics have tended towards the 

documentation of the recoded music industry and is therefore unable to capture the dynamics of 

transnationality which included different elements of the music industry, particularly live 

performance. I therefore interviewed key players from the Australian dancehall industry and 

those from the Jamaican dancehall industry who have been involved with that scene. So far 13 

interviews have been conducted, making this paper a preliminary, but not premature given the 

small size of the Australian scene. These interviews represent the spectrum of the industry – 

artists, event promoters, selectors, with a focus on dancers. Dancehall dance has become 

arguably the most visible aspect of the Australian dancehall scene and the area in which the 

transnational circulation of the cultural product that is dancehall is prominent and evident.  

 

These interviews have yielded a nuanced view of the advantages and disadvantage within the 

music industry and  its intersectional nature. Australians within  as a peripheral member of the 

global music industry faces advantage and disadvantages. Australia is a fairly minor market for 

both reggae and dancehall and music in general accounting for 2% of the music market share. 

Australia with its highly developed economic system is able to support its emerging (and often 

poor) dancehall artists. Moreover, it (albeit belatedly) supports the emergence of dancehall 

through its public funding of the arts, a distinct difference from the perception of the arts in 

Jamaica (Spence 2018a, 2018b).  However international stardom seems beyond their reach.  .  

The Caribbean music market share is miniscule accounting for less than 0.1% (IFPI 

2018).Jamaicans and Caribbean people, whether native or of diaspora, are accepted as 

performers and purveyors of dancehall. Jamaican artists are in a contradictory position of  

lacking support for sustaining themselves in the emerging years of their practice, but if 
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successful, stardom is more accessible than for an Australian artist. However, those who adopt 

the culture of  dancehall with strong music network bonafides, often by being acceptable (read, 

of Euro-American origin) and more marketable often become the superstars. In his already 

seminal book, Saha (2018) referred to the discriminatory impact of industry lore regarding what 

is acceptable to the public or not. Australia dancehall vis-a-vis Jamaican dancehall; is, however,  

a demonstration of the nuance to be accrued to charges of advantage of Global North vis-à-vis 

Global South in the cultural economy. Given the popularity of creative industries-led 

development models within the Caribbean region, this presentation surprisingly highlights the 

need for national cultural policy to address transnational disadvantages of ‘second movers’ 

within the global cultural economy, as well as the importance of branding second mover cultural 

products.  

 

Dancehall 
Dancehall represents the edgier, more localized musical sibling to reggae in Jamaica, which 

emerged in the 1980s, nearly a decade after reggae. Musically, dancehall is the faster paced, 

hedonistic sibling of Reggae, characterized by digitalized beats. Dancehall is more than music. 

Dancehall is a lifestyle -- ‘dancehall was a creative means of reasserting a distinctive black 

lower-class space, identity and politics’ through fashion, dance and general styling (Stolzoff 

2000, p. 103).While Reggae is associated with Rastafari and its accompanying philosophy of 

anti-oppression and pointed critiques of the systemic oppressions embedded with the present 

world system, dancehall represented a more localized critique. Dancehall music glorified the 

urban ghetto lifestyle, mostly associated with Kingston, even as mainstream Jamaican society 

belittled it. The participants revamped their social status within the confines of the dancehall. 

Dancehall academic Donna Hope’s description of early dancehall star Yellowman exemplified 

this, ‘Yellowman’s status as an albino and an orphan who was raised in state institutions put him 

at the lowest point of Jamaica’s socioeconomic hierarchy. Yet his lyrics and performance 

ironically belied his pariah status. Yellowman created and disseminated his own perception of 

his identity as a sexy, sexual, handsome and desirable man. (Hope 2006, p. 10). 
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Dancehall’s emergence was linked to a particular point in Jamaican history,  characterized by the 

change from a socialist political agenda in 1970s Jamaica to a more neoliberal agenda. The 

ascent to power of politically conservative Prime Minister Edward Seaga (1980-1989) and 

Jamaica’s accession to an IMF (International Monetary Fund) agreement in the 1990s, with the 

associated structural adjustment program, introduced a hedonistic, fatalistic and now-oriented 

view into Jamaican popular culture. The universal and global critique embedded within reggae 

was out of place in this new environment. Dancehall and dancehall culture functioned as a 

catharsis (Hope 2006, Stolzoff 2000). Moreover, with Prime Minister Michael Manley’s (1972-

1980) utilizing Rastafarian symbols as part of his political platform to appeal to the masses in the 

1970s, the economic turmoil of that period was linked with Rastafari and their visions of black 

unity and social protest  (Hope 2006, Stolzoff 2000). 

 

While Reggae is more internationally known, dancehall has been rising slowly as a chart-topping 

un-named sound, firstly among the Jamaican and Caribbean diaspora, particularly in the UK, 

Canada, and the US. Dancehall is arguably the sound of the pop charts, but remains largely 

unrecognized. Global popstars such as Ed Sheeran, Beyoncé, Justin Bieber, Nicki Minaj, 

Rihanna and Drake have all utilized dancehall sounds, fashion and choreography to great effect 

in songs such as ‘Shape of You’, ‘Baby Boy’, ‘Sorry’, ‘Freaks’, ‘Work’ and ‘One Dance’. 

‘Because of the parallels between DJs and rappers and the outright creative dialogue between 

artists in the two genres fostered by increased transnational contact between Jamaica and urban 

centers in North America, dancehall caught on as an urban dance music among blacks in the 

United States in a way roots reggae never did’ (Stolzoff 2000, p. 108). Respected music blogger, 

Marvin Sparks, noted that for 26 weeks of 2016, the Billboard top 100 charts were dominated by 

dancehall-like songs – including Justin Bieber’s ‘Sorry’ and Rihanna’s ‘Work’ (Sparks 2016). 

Even new York Times music critics, Jon Caramanica and Ben Ratliff (2015) discussed the 

possibilities of dancehall (they called it reggae1) escaping its summer curse, whereby hits by 

                                                        
1 This is a common issue within reggae and dancehall. Some see dancehalla as a subset of reggae. Others argue that 
it is its own genre. Given the distinction regarding audience and consumption, I will adhere to discussing reggae and 
dancehall as separate genres. The one exceotion will be infreference to the Billboard charts which has chosen to 
subsume them and still remains one of the most reputable charts.  
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Jamaican reggae artistes were confined to the summer as ‘island music’. North American artistes 

did not deal with similar limitations and utilized the dancehall sound for hits year-round.  

 
Much has been made of the earnings gap between foreign and local performers within the Jamaican 

music industry (Meschino 2008, 2017, Dreisinger 2011).  An analysis of the international charts 

supports the prognosis of disproportionately limited benefits for Jamaica for its musical progeny. 

I utilise the Billboard charts as a proxy for benefits from the international music industry, given 

its position as an internationally accepted chart. Billboard publishes the year-end Reggae Albums 

chart, which includes both reggae and dancehall.2  Since 2011, only three Jamaican artists have 

topped the charts, Shaggy (alongside British artist Sting) in 2018, Damian Marley in 2017 and Bob 

Marley and the Wailers in 2011. American and Jamaican artists dominate the charts, despite reggae 

and dancehall’s origin in Jamaica. With charts based on sales and streaming numbers, the centre 

of these kinds of consumption are the minority world, particularly the US market, the most 

lucrative music market in the world (IFPI 2016). Clearly, being the creator country of highly 

successful music genres does not equate to dominance of and economically benefiting from those 

genres. Moreover, the charts reflect one of the most lucrative aspects of the music industry the 

recorded music industry. 

 

Dominance on the music charts has been shown to correlate with economic benefit from the music 

industry. The benefits of stardom are disproportionally distributed, and it is no different in the 

music industry (Haampland 2017, Elberse 2013, Rossman 2012, Rosen 1983). Haampland (2017) 

notes that the economics of the popular music industry is characterised by a J-curve and that the 

‘the J-curve also carries a deep and non-trivial message: the market for popular songs is an 

economy of stark inequality in which rewards are disproportionally concentrated among the higher 

ranking participants, i.e. the stars’ (p. 357). Applied to the realm of dancehall, one then can imply 

that a significant portion of the rewards accrue to non-Jamaicans. Californian artists alone accounts 

for 2.9 artistes in the top 10. While it is noted that the Billboard charts only accounts for certain 

types of consumption, such as airplay, streaming and album/song purchases, much academic 

                                                        
2 https://www.billboard.com/charts/year-end/2018/reggae-albums  This chart is based Nielsen data and is therefore 
based on airplay, streaming, and sales. 
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research demonstrates the tendency for various streams of income to accrue to the same small 

circle of popular entertainers, that is, popular entertainers have a path dependence to great 

popularity and earning across all music sectors (Elberse 2013, Adler 2006). For example, name 

recognition drives live performances, a significant income stream for Jamaican Reggae artists.  

 

Location in the Cultural Economy 
Network analysis of the popular music industry has consistently demonstrated the importance of 

location and space to success. Noted economic geographer, Scott (1999) demonstrated the 

outsize influence of New York and Los Angeles in the recorded music industry. Of the 153 

independent record companies with Billboard Hot 100 hits in 1995, New York and Los Angeles 

accounted for 106 (69%). Likewise, in 1997, New York and Los Angeles accounted for  163 of 

219 companies (74%) (Scott 1999).  Despite the technological upheaval experienced within the 

music industry in the 2000s (with Napster, iTunes, Spotify, Pandora), these cities’ dominance 

continues. Analyzing  the US, UK and Australian iTunes charts, Watson (2012) noted that the 

Los Angeles, London and New York continued to dominate the (recorded) music industry – 

through power, centrality and connectedness -  even of the Australian music industry. Despite 

being the 8th largest music market in the world, Australia is still relatively marginal in the 

economic geography of the music industry.  

 

The nuances of marginality within Global North cultural industries has been the subject of much 

research (Verboord & Van Noord 2016, Brandellero & Pfeffer 2015, Hracs et al. 2011).  Hracs et 

al. (2011) note the attractiveness of Halifax versus Toronto as due to affordability. However, 

they fail to situate their analysis within the wider idea of success within the music industry and 

that considerations of affordability might relate to a career stage. Chris Gibson (2002), in 

reference to the growth of the popular music scene within the North Rivers region of Australia’s 

New South Wales, noted the continuing pull of the industry located within Sydney and 

Melbourne. To this effect, Gibson (2002) noted , ‘while the region’s unique cultural mix has 

been suggested as a key site of comparative advantage, future employment is likely to remain 

transient, insecure and governed by industry-wide labour relations’ (p. 356). Homan (2012) notes 
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that, despite agreement and accession to global free trade, Australia remained supportive of 

restrictions regarding popular music content to protect local content quotas. 

 

Watson (2012), Verboord & van Noord (2016) represent attempts to discuss marginality from an 

overall industry perspective. All however privilege the English-speaking world. In a world in 

which K-pop charts on Latin charts, as noted by Watson (2012), the picture might look different 

if non-English or other aspects of the industry (besides recorded music ), such as live 

performances, were analyzed. However, the (economics of) superstars who dominate the 

recording industry and further afield with their multiple endorsements, live performances and 

merchandise (as exemplified by the 360-degre deal) still warrants attention, particularly in the 

discussion of marginality within the music industry or, as Williamson & Cloonan (2007. 2013) 

would state, the music industries.  

This paper discussed marginality within the music industry– with a focus on the travel of music 

across borders, the travel of Jamaican dancehall to Australia. This allows for an analysis of 

different and intersecting marginalities within the music industry – Australia as a Global North 

marginal location; and that of Jamaica, a prime innovator, but marginal as a Global South 

country with no local major label presence (Power & Hallencreutz 2002). I therefore interviewed 

13 key players from the Australian dancehall industry and those from the Jamaican dancehall 

industry who have been involved with the Australian scene. I have interviewed Australian and 

Jamaican dancehall artistes, event promoters, selectors and dancers. This research project is a 

follow-up to my previous work on the experiences of non-West cultural industries within the 

global cultural economy by including a transnational perspective (Spence 2018, De Beukelaer 

and Spence 2018).  

 

Dancehall in Australia 
The emergence of dancehall in Australia was not straightforward, with a number of overlapping 

entrepôts. Firstly dancehall came to Australia through its reggae scene in the 1990s. Like many 

other places, Australia had caught the Reggae-Rasta bug in the 1970s (Sterling 2016, Bilby 

1977). Reggae in Australia was both associated with an alternative hippie lifestyle (such as in the 
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beachside community of Byron Bay) and with the indigenous communities through its anti-

oppression and social justice messages. These reggae communities started playing dancehall 

after dancehall become popular in Jamaica (Interview with Jesse I 2018, Interview with Cat 

Pwiti 2019, Interview with DHQ Memuna 2019). However, it was presented as a new form of 

reggae. Secondly, dancehall music was presented as R&B, hip hop, EDM and later Afrobeat 

within mainstream Australia. With a small Caribbean diaspora and the mainstream popularity of 

the sound within these other genres (without attribution), few in those circles knew the name 

dancehall or recognized as its own genre. This was however not just an Australian issue.   

 

The non-awareness of dancehall as its own genre is reflective of other inequities within the wider 

popular music market. Jamaica, despite years of musical innovation, remains off the international 

music industry radar, as the non-presence of major labels in Jamaica and the dominance of the 

charts by Americans demonstrates. Williamson & Cloonan’s (2007) reference to the different 

music industries and the varied interests involved noted the varying status accorded to different 

elements. For example, radio remains one of the dominant ways in which audiences are 

introduced to new music, particularly in the US and EU markets (Kim and Irminger 2014, 

Rossman 2012, Power and Hallencreutz 2007). The average American (over 12) still listens to 

over 15 hours of radio a day. Moreover radio reaches over 90% of the American population each 

week – more than television (Rossman 2012 – quoting Arbitron Nielsen Audio).3 In the UK, 3 in 

10 persons utilized an online music service, 89.6% listen to the radio at least once a week. 

Moreover, 45% of radio listening is via digital platforms (Ofcom 2017). Rossman (2012) also 

outlines the major labels’ control over mainstream radio. ‘The closed doors of the radio industry 

also provided significant inducement for independent musicians and labels to enter the fold of 

major record companies’ (Lopes 1992, p. 68). With non-access to this network, dancehall tends 

to surface on radio not strategically, but through love of the music by various DJs and selectors 

in Australia, but not in dancehall-specific segments. 

 

                                                        
3 http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/reports/2017/state-of-the-mediaaudio- 
today-2017.html 
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Dancehall (therefore) does not have its own name/brand in Australia. It is sometimes presented 

as R&B – as dancehall dancer and studio owner Cat Pwiti (2019) noted its presentation within 

R& B Fridays on radio.  This makes it easier to appropriate dancehall without acknowledging its 

origin in Jamaica and the culture associated with it. One infamous example was that of Paris 

Goebbel. Noted New Zealander choreographer Parris Goebbel at first attributed the dancehall 

moves included in Justin Bieber’s Sorry video to R&B. While Parris did know that those moves 

were dancehall, she did not mention it and instead attributed it to R&B and is part of wider trend. 

Dancehall’s international popularity has been driven by its incorporation within other forms of 

music in most Western, English language music markets4 has been its association with R&B/Hip 

Hop through Drake etc., EDM through Major Lazer and Skrillex & Diplo etc. and pop with 

Justin Bieber and Rihanna etc. As previously mentioned, there is a reggae community in 

Australia, which through a series of parties such as Jesse I’s Ring The Alarm and Sista Itation’s 

Pressure Drop parties (Interview with Jesse I 2018, Interview with Cat Pwiti 2019) has 

supported the rise of dancehall in Australia particularly Melbourne. Likewise given its origins in 

the reggae community, one which is the legacy of Rastafari and Bob Marley, dancehall was 

presented as reggae.5 This resulted in those within the reggae community not seeing it as distinct.  

 

Afrobreat, given its nomenclature has managed to remain distinct, but dancehall has not fared as 

well. Dancehall to most westerners suggest ballroom dancing. Pwiti (2019) describes a couple in 

their 60s attending a dancehall class as they thought it would be a ballroom dancing class. That 

leads us to the fourth option, the issue of Afrobeat. In Australia creative survivalism has meant 

that Afrobeat and Dancehall are taught together and marketed together to ensure a maximum 

audience. Afrobeat has emerged as another Global South world sound, but one that has been 

better identified and branded than dancehall, likely due to its greater geographic and economic 

distance from the centres of the recorded music industry. With the much larger African diaspora 

                                                        
4 Marvin Sterling’s discussion of the rise of reggae and dancehall in Japan discusses a distinct trajectory for 
dancehall within Japan. This story also has resonance in India 
5 It should be noted the issue of hether dancehall is a dseprate genre from reggaeco ntinues in Jamaica. However, in 
Jamaica,dancehall still possess a distinction from reggae, even as a sub-genre, in its sounds,subject matter and 
presentation.  
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(relative to the Caribbean diaspora) in Australia, it has become an issue of creative survivalism to 

twin them together. 

 

Livelihood 
Livelihoods is central to the evaluation of the cultural economy and its impact. This is no less 

central to the movement of dancehall from Jamaica to Australia. The story of the movement from 

a marginal Global South market to that of marginal Global North market is intimately connected 

with issues of inequality but on two levels – wider inequality within the capitalist system of 

Global North vs Global South; and inequality within the music industry. The analysis within this 

paper will seek to answer or address a question and fear often within the Jamaican musical 

environment that their work is being stolen. It was fears of such that inspired the drive to applied 

for recognition for reggae to be part of UNESCO’s oral and intangible heritage list (De 

Beukelaer and spence 2018, Interview with Senior Cultural Official, Government of Jamaica 

2016). The next section will therefore be structured around two axes of the livelihood concept on 

two axes – sustainability in reference to livelihood/sustainability within the local dancehall 

scene; and stardom in reference to the ability to become a star within the wider international 

dancehall community. These two points of analyses recognise the transnationality and liminality 

involved in the international music industry. 

 

Livelihood – Sustainability  
Can you make a living from it? This has been the clarion call of numerous parents, particularly 

within the Global South regarding the choice of the creative industries as a career. There is a 

perception within the Global South that making a living in the music industry abroad is easy and 

simple. However, like the Global South, the Global North is also differentiated. Australia, as the 

previous shows, is not Europe. And Jamaica is not Barbados. 

 

Australia 
Making a living from dancehall is hard in Australia. While Australians spoke of the low 

marketability of dancehall in Australia, due to dancehall not being known in its own right and 
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therefore not developing its own  audience, making dancehall events are hard to market and their 

audience is unpredictable. Both Jesse I (2018) and Cat Pwiti (2019) spoke of events where one 

week it was full and another empty.  Another factor  was the lifestyle and demographics of the 

dancehall audience. In Australia, dancehall is a hobby, a freedom explored after the main 9 to 5 

job. Moreover, Australian dancehall aficionados tend to be older (mid 20s and up), tertiary 

educated and have found dancehall on their own, mostly through dance later. It is an adjunct to 

their life, not their life. Those who have chosen to go full-time with dancehall, often become 

radio selectors, dance studio operators or run dance troupes/companies to support their interest in 

dancehall.  For example, Cat Pwiti’s studio, Jungle City Studios  teaches dancehall and other 

forms of dance to survive.  Many within the small dancehall industry combine a job with some 

state support, usually Centrelink.6 It is therefore possible to support one’s self in dancehall in 

Australia, but it is not easy. 

 

Australians also have access to arts support programmes. Australia has a fairly extensive system 

of arts support for youth and for (ethnic) diversity. In the state of Victoria where Melbourne is 

located, Multicultural Arts Victoria funds hip hop, and also now dancehall. Jungle City Studios   

received a grant to teach dancehall as part of a youth outreach program among African-

Australians in 2019. This has supported the emergence of new forms of popular arts and culture 

within Australia. The obstacle is getting the attention of policymakers. 

  

The Australian dancehall space is quite concerned with authenticity. It is important to those 

within the scene there to acknowledge the Jamaican origins and culture associated with 

dancehall.  This concern with authenticity has resulted in the creations on culture tours to 

Jamaica to expose Australians to Jamaican dancehall culture. Likewise, it has resulted in a series 

of tours being created from Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra to ensure exposure. Cat Pwiti (2019) 

noted that she ‘ did not understand dancehall as a way of life until she travelled to Jamaica’. 

Likewise, Jesse I, who run tours to Jamaica, discussed the importance of  exposing his audience 

– traditional hippie reggae heads – dancehall culture Likewise tours of Jamaican artists, 

                                                        
6 CentreLink adminsiters social secirty service payments in Australia. 
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particularly dancers have been organized. Likewise, there has been an emphasis on bringing 

Jamaican artists  and dancers to Australia to experience the authentic culture. 

 

It is dancehall dancing that has grabbed the most attention from the Australian public. This is due 

to the need for local understanding to understand the music. Dancehall music is often in patois 

(Jamaican dialect) and therefore not easily comprehensible to foreigners. In addition, the topics 

and presentation are highly specific to Jamaica and the lower-class urban Jamaican environment. 

Popular Jamaican DJ and Major Lazer member, Walshy Fire, he noted that,  
Dancehall is just that it is not as easy to understand... And you can’t get it until you go to 
Jamaica. Reggae is easier to listen to. It just captures the soul of the world…. Dancehall is 
just our thing and the people who like the hardcore vibes globally or fully understand wha a 
gwaan [what’s happening in Jamaica] (Interview with Walshy Fire 2016). 
 

Dancing is more accessible, and people often start taking dancehall classes as exercise, as with 

Zumba and then discover the culture. However, introducing Australians to dancehall culture by 

bringing dancehall artists is fraught as they do not enjoy name recognition in Australia that they 

do at home (as dancehall has not developed its own brand), while still being quite expensive. 

Dancers are at less of a premium compared to artists, even as they also do not enjoy name 

recognition within Australia. Moreover, with dancing being popular, and the idea of learning 

dancehall in a classroom being the norm within Australia (unlike Jamaica), a number of 

Jamaican dancers have travelled to Australia. However, the cost of flights and accommodation 

make it an expensive undertaking but one that those within the  Australian dancehall industry 

justify as important to authenticity and to giving back to Jamaica and Jamaican creators. It does 

however mean that such trips are not as premium as European trips, leading to resentment and 

concerns about exploitation. 

 

Jamaica 
Dancehall and particularly dancehall dancing are barely sustainable in Jamaica. Numerous 

studies point to the unsustainability of the industry (Tom Fleming 2016, James 2007, 2008, 

Stolzoff 2000). Jamaica is a Global South country with little social security infrastructure. There 

is no unemployment benefits scheme and no Centrelink. Moreover, regarding arts funding, there 
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is no public  arts funding structure in Jamaica, beyond one over-burdened fund, CHASE for arts, 

sports, health and early childhood education. In addition, private investment in dancehall has 

always been quite low due to marginalized position of its creators – the urban masses (Spence 

2018).  

 

Artists are the premium in the Jamaican cultural labour market and sustain themselves through 

concert tours and festival performances locally and overseas. Dancers, though more transnational 

than artistes find it difficult to earn a living as a dancer. In fact, the turn towards being a dancer 

and even a dancehall artist is often as linked to love and talent as it is to unemployment. 

Jamaican dancehall dancers and artists are more creative as they have the time to come up with 

new dance steps etc. (Interview with Jamaican Dancer A 2018).  Cat (interview with Cat Pwiti 

2019) spoke of the fact that for Jamaican dancehall dancers the dancehall and dancing was their 

life. Given their background as young, unemployed and often uneducated lower-class Jamaicans, 

they spent their days coming with new dances as that was their job. For most Australian dancers, 

dancehall dancing is a hobby and a passion but their side gig. However, the same financial 

circumstances create an attrition from the industry. The struggle to financially survive has forced 

to other means of employment, legal and illegal (Interview with Jamaican Dancer A 2018, 

Stolzoff 2000). 

 

A number of dancehall dancers feel exploited by foreign visitors. Jamaicans generally do not 

attend dancehall dance classes, so there are little side ‘hustles’ possible from dance. Dancehall is 

a music of the road and new moves are usually picked up on the road. People watch the dancers 

and learn the new moves there. Some dancers, like Ding Dong, have become artistes as well. 

Songs are more easily and recognizably copyrightable. Dancehall dancers complain about 

Europeans and others coming to Jamaica to learn the dances to make it rich abroad. The 

followings of many Global North dancers compared to that of the Jamaican creators is 

demonstrative of their larger domestic audience and therefore translation into earning 

differentials. Only the most travelled Jamaican dancers have a lot of followers. Latonya who is 

arguably one of the foremost dancehall dance ambassadors has 39 thousand followers on 

Instagram, popular medium of promotion for dancehall dancers. Raddy Rich ,a very popular 
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Jamaica dancehall dancer who has not travelled much internationally only has approximately 

nine thousand followers. However, in Europe, we see regular (non-famous dancehall) dancers 

such as Swedish dancer, Binta Blackout (@bintablackout) with 23 thousand followers. Another 

French dancehall dancer, Shisha (@dhqshisha) from France with 12 thousand followers. At the 

highest end within Europe, there is DHQ Johanna (@johannaenough)with 201 thousand 

followers, much more than Latonya Styles, arguably the most internationally  well-known 

Jamaican dancehall dancer.  The market differentials are clear. However, the Australian 

followership demonstrates that audience  is an issue for them as well. Cat Pwiti arguably the 

best-known dancer in Australia only has 3 thousand followers.  

 

Stardom 
Australia 
There are no Australian dancehall superstars. None of those interviewed could name one. In the 

reggae space, they pointed to there being a few artists such as Nattali Rize. However, none had 

been recognized in Jamaica and in the wider Reggae diaspora as a star. Many interviewees spoke 

of Australians not having the cultural credibility to become dancehall superstars. Cultural 

credibility is an issue for the Australian dancehall scene where authenticity is prized.7 While the 

Australian dancehall scene is a diverse one with white, Afro-Caribbean, African Aussies, Asians 

and everyone in between, the connection and homage to Jamaica is ever present. Therefore, it is 

Australian selectors that have become moderately successful within the Australian scene as it is 

recognized that anyone can play the music. In that space, Jesse I, Foreign Dub and others have 

thrived as selectors/DJs and event promoters with Ring The Alarm and Reggae Carnival Market 

Day. However, in the realm of creation, whether of dance or music, the Australians are not seen 

as authentic. The connection and emphasis on the importance of the cultural DNA of dancehalls 

has worked against Australian stardom within dancehall.  I argue that the marginal status of 

Australians within the wider music and performance industry further adds to cultural obstacles. 

The nationality and location issue work against Australians in this area. Connell and Gibson 

                                                        
7 I  have not yet interviewed any European dancehall participatns and so can’t comment on what is prized within that 
scene.  
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(2004) in commenting on  the attraction of world music within the Global North  note that 

‘strategic inauthenticity, romanticisation, and the fetishization of marginality were central to the 

search for and marketing of purity and novelty: simplistic celebrations of geographical diversity 

and remoteness’ (p. 342).  

 

Sheer talent was cited as an issue. As previously noted, many of those interviewed noted the 

lessened scope for dedication on the part of Australian dancehall stars compared to that of 

Jamaican dancehall practitioners. Australians do not generally spend all day creating new dances. 

Even those like Cat who have made a career out of dancehall engage in other enterprises such as 

running a studio. Moreover, for DJs and artists the ability to speak patois was seen as a high 

barrier to being an effective performer.  
 
Despite the opinions of the Australian dancehall practitioners, research shows that the link between 

talent and ability is weak at best. As succinctly noted by Haampland (2017),  ‘the existence of 

highly skewed success distributions in the music industry has been repeatedly demonstrated by 

scholars, but there still is no agreement about how these shapes relate to concepts like ‘talent’, 

‘reputation’ and ‘quality’(p. 356). I argue that the marginality of the Australian music industry 

itself might be a factor in the non-success. European scenes that lack similar ‘authenticity’ have 

created stars.  One example is Bad Gyal, a Spanish/Catalan performer, who has been alternatively 

identified as trap and reggaetón (Joshi 2018, Serwer 2018). Bad Gyal utilises the sound and look 

of dancehall and has manged to be successful, despite just recently understanding the dancehall 

culture. In an interview with Dazed magazine, Bad Gyal, in response to a question about cultural 

appropriation in her music noted, ‘(Joshi 2018).  
I’ve been loving this music for a lot of years and I cannot help it! It influences me, and I 
think it’s obvious that I respect it because I love it – I cannot think why someone has to think 
that I disrespect it? I just came back from Jamaica, I was there shooting a video…. I’ve 
wanted to go there for a lot of years, but I didn’t have any money. It’s really good to see 
what dancehall really is…. But also, the music that I make is not pure dancehall, and I’ve 
never said that I make dancehall (Bad Gyal, Joshi 2018) 
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She is even identified in various publications as dancehall.8 Bad Gyal spoke of performing at the 

same festivals with producers in Europe, accessible to a poor European, impossible for a Jamaican 

or Australian in a similar position. Geographic and business proximity have been shown to be 

important in the music industry (Haampland 2017, Watson 2012, 2008). There is little discussion 

of her relative ability to exploit the Puro Records/Sony Music versus Jamaican and Australian 

dancehall artists.  

 

Jamaica 
Jamaican artists nevertheless have an authenticity advantage – dancehall is their music. The list of 

internationally known Jamaican artists and dancers, that is, stars belies their economic 

disadvantage – Popcaan, Charly Black, Sean Paul, Latonya Styles among others. Even reluctant 

members of the genre such as Bad Gyal are forced to utilise Jamaican patois Jamaican fashion9 

and even in her very name.10 Given the local and Jamaican nature of dancehall, being Jamaican 

conveys authenticity. Jamaican still account for almost 50% of the reggae charts despite the 

economic geographic advantages of others, but as demonstrated by position on the Billboard 

charts, it is not at the very top.  

 

Dancehall’s branding deficit and Jamaica’s physical distance from the industry makes 

superstardom hard for Jamaicans to achieve. Firstly, the branding deficit has meant that dancehall 

has been absorbed into the soundscape of other genres without proper attribution. De Beukelaer & 

Spence (2018) have argued that an element of cultural appropriation occurs ‘in which the moral 

rights of a particular cultural expression (a song) or a culture at large are not attributed. Often this 

also means that no compensation is made for the use of the material’ (p. 124). With its absorption 

into R&B, hip hop, reggaetón both in Australia and further afield, as exemplified in the work of 

popstars, the need for Jamaicans themselves decrease (interview with Cat Pwiti 2019, Interview 

with Jesse I 2018, Serwer 2018, Ratliff 2016, Interview with Walshy Fire 2016). Moreover, 

Jamaicans have much higher barriers to mobility, due to differential visa requirements for visas 

                                                        
8 Jesse Serwer’s (2018) lists her as dancehall and part of the women remaking the genre.  
9 She wears the raunchy fashion associated with dancehall, such as assless chaps.  
10 ‘Bad Gyal’ is common Jamaican term for an edgy, no-rules female.  
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(Meschino 2016, Serwer 2010). The result is a situation where creators who are located at the 

periphery of the recording music industry, particularly within the Global South (without 

government support for the arts etc.) are a distinct disadvantage in mobility and therefore earning. 

Moreover, physical distance from the recorded music industry further exacerbates this 

disadvantage especially in the absence of major label subsidiaries in Jamaica (Haampland 2017, 

Watson 2012, Power & Hallencruetz 2002). Watson (2008), in an examination of the London 

music industry, noted that ‘in order for London music companies to be able to deal in foreign 

markets, they must develop organisational connections that will facilitate learning and the sharing 

of knowledge across cultural and economic boundaries. Organisational connections then can at 

most only offer a partial substitute for geographical proximity, especially for those already 

embedded in communities of practice’ (p 21).  Andy Pratt (2004), in his study of the Senegalese 

music industry, notes how the most successful Senegalese artists moved to France to earn a living, 

a migration trajectory echoed in De Beukelaer’s (2015) work on the music scenes of Burkina Faso 

and Ghana. In the Jamaican case, the UK, the former coloniser, and the US are the preferred places 

for immigration. The importance of location in the international music industry is connected to 

international economic patterns, often originating from colonization. Likewise, referring to one of 

Jamaica’s foremost contemporary Reggae stars, Chronixx 11 , Billboard Reggae writer, Pat 

Meschino (2017) notes, ‘if there’s a disconcerting element within Chronixx’s steadily-climbing 

career trajectory, it’s the modest sales -- even by reggae’s consistently and inexplicably low sales 

numbers, considering the music’s pervasive [global] influence’.  

 

Conclusion 
There has been much discussion within the creative industries research about livelihoods recently 

and inequality involved (De Beukelaer and Spence 2018, Oakley et. al 2017, Duffy 2016, O’Brien 

& Oakley 2015). However, this discussion has largely focused on national cases, particularly the 

UK. The transnational nature of the cultural economy demands a different approach, one that 

examines livelihoods and inequality on transnational bases. De Beukelaer & Spence (2018) noted 

                                                        
11 Chronixx was named as the face of Adidas Spezial Summer Collection 2017, opened for Lauren Hill and Nas on 
their Powernomics tour, and completed a month-long William Morris Endeavour (WME) booked tour (Meschino 
2017). In short, he is a Reggae star.  
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that differences in exclusions and inequality of access within cultural industries tended to mimic 

the inequalities within the wider society, as they noted racial and gender issues of Hollywood 

versus the (accepted) nepotism of Bollywood.  Given the transnational nature of cultural industries, 

research on the interacting levels of inequality would be useful, particularly given the Euro-

American history and infrastructure of the global cultural economy.  

 

The music industry is an ecosystem with various levels of access and privilege as is the wider 

cultural economy. As noted by Williamson & Cloonan (2007, 2013) there are many music 

industries and it is the recording music industry, the aspect of the music most dominated by the 

major labels that is usually featured and included in the term ‘music industry’. This paper beings 

to address both these levels of privilege – the various industries included in the music industry 

(dancers) and the importance of geography and location within the cultural economy. Australia as 

the eighth largest music market demonstrates how ordinal the ranking of music markets is. In 

reference to the economy of superstars and the Billboard Top 100 list, Haampland had noted that 

‘the Hot 100 only declares how the selected participants rank by popularity among themselves; it 

provides no information on how much more popular one song is over another’ (p. 357). Likewise, 

the IFPI listing of music markets is not according to measurement and is an ordinal ranking and is 

not demonstrative of how much larger a music market is.  

 

Despite being a top 10 market, Australia is fairly minor music market account for 2% of the world’s 

recorded music (IFPI 2018). Interestingly other elements of its music industry are also marginal. 

Interviews with the various artists and performers demonstrate the marginality of non-mainstream 

elements of the Australian market and lack of cachet attributed to Australian origins in the wider 

international (and even local) market. Dancehall artists and performers  have little chance of 

breaking into the international mainstream. This stands in contrast to the findings regarding Los 

Angeles where even the independent labels benefitted from being in Los Angeles though not part 

of the mainstream (Scott 1999). This also stands in contrast to the relative success of Europeans, 

even those without Jamaican or Caribbean roots, within the wider dancehall space.  
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Cultural industries are cultural. This statement can be interpreted in a number of ways. In an earlier 

work I had written about how the South Korean and the Jamaican governments, despite agreement 

to a similar discourse of cultural industries for development, had privileged the historical and 

cultural views of individual cultural industries in their policymaking and policy support decisions. 

In short, K-pop was considered a business, as music is a business within South Korea. Reggae and 

dancehall were considered largely a successful hustle (Spence 2018). The Jamaican entertainers 

benefit from another interpretation of cultural, that is an assumption to an innate knowledge of it 

through having grown up in dancehall culture. Despite the marginality of the Jamaican music 

industry and estimated USD 1 million (?), cultural provenance and reputation matters. Within 

music circles, Jamaica has built a brand around the music. Moreover, there is a recognition of a 

cultural imprimatur within dancehall and reggae. It is not just music. Interviewees spoke of the 

need to understand and express that cultural imprimatur in dance and song (Interview with Cat 

Pwiti 2019, Interview with Jamaican Dancer A 2018, Interview with Jesse I 2018, Interview with 

Pat Meschino 2016, Interview with Walshy Fire 2016).  

 

This case also highlights the importance of national support in the sustainability of cultural 

industries. Despite a storied history of innovation within the music industry, Jamaica’s culture and 

arts funding infrastructure is almost non-existent. This has resulted in Jamaican dancehall 

entertainers, while having a greater possibility of stardom than Australian entertainers, seemingly 

having a lower chance of surviving the early years within dancehall. There are few paid 

opportunities in the outset – with Jamaicans not learning in studios, nor having a culture of paying 

(well) for music and its attendant industries. Moreover, credibility is gained by attending numerous 

dances and showing one’s skills with the attendant transportation and costuming costs to attract 

the attention of videographers who represent part of the marketing mechanism of the dancehall 

(Interview with Jamaican Dancer A 2018, Nir 2013). Australians, on the other hand, have recourse 

to social security to support them in the non-earning years. In addition, there are established 

avenues of public funding of music and dance, as part of youth and diversity initiatives.  

Meanwhile, ‘side gigs’ of studios and lessons are possible within the Australian environment – 

where there is an audience and market for such.  
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This study represents an augmentation of current research into the creative labour market.  It seeks 

to extend the scope of this work to include transnational marginality within both the Global North 

and South. Moreover, it addresses less-research elements of the music industry, such as dance and 

deejaying,  highlighting the existence of multiple music industries. It situates this within the 

superstar economy of the music industry, illustrating the complexity and layered nature of 

privilege within the global music industry and by extension the global cultural economy.  
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